Phantom Verification of AAA and Acuros Dose Calculations for Lung Cancer: Do Tumor Size and Regression Matter?
This study aimed to evaluate dose calculation accuracy for the Eclipse Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm (AAA) and Acuros XB algorithm for various lung tumor sizes and to investigate dosimetric changes associated with treatment of regressing tumors. A water phantom with cylindrical cork inserts (lung surrogates) was fabricated. Large (202 cm3), medium (54 cm3), and small (3 cm3) solid water tumors were implanted within cork inserts. A plain cork insert was used to simulate a lung without a tumor. The cork inserts and tumors were cut along the long axis, and Gafchromic film was placed between the sections to measure dose distributions. Three-dimensional conformal plans were created using 6 MV and 10 MV beams, and volumetric modulated arc therapy plans were created using 6 MV beams for each tumor size. Doses were calculated using Eclipse AAA and Acuros XB. The measured and calculated dose distributions were compared for each tumor size and treatment algorithm. To simulate a regressing tumor, the original plans created for the large tumor were separately delivered to the phantom that contained a small, medium, or no tumor. The dosimetric effects were evaluated using gamma passing rates with a 2%/2 mm criterion and dose profile comparisons. Agreement between the measurements and AAA calculations decreased as tumor size decreased, but Acuros XB showed better agreement for all tumor sizes. The largest difference was observed for a 6 MV volumetric modulated arc therapy plan created to treat the smallest tumor. The gamma passing rate was 89.7% but that of Acuros was 99.5%. For the tumor regression evaluation, the gamma passing rates ranged from 53% to 99% for AAA. For Acuros XB, the gamma passing rates were >98% for all scenarios. Both AAA and Acuros XB calculated the dose accurately for the largest lung tumor. For the smallest and regressing tumors, Acuros XB more accurately modelled the dose distribution compared with AAA.